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Rediscover your divine diamond within you – Intro of my book 

 

Dear Soul Sister, 

Please stop for a moment, go in front of the mirror, look straight into your eyes, breathe 

deeply and ask yourself, “How much do I respect myself? When was the last time I loved 

who I am, and donated my time to what I needed? How much am I nurturing my talents 

and respecting what I was born to be?”. I still remember a night five years ago, losing 

myself in my eyes, feeling a sense of cold for all those moments when I had not been there 

for myself, because I was elsewhere; the tears, the discomfort, the sense of guilt for my 

feeling of emptiness in front of a seemingly perfect life (success in work, family, love, travel, 

beautiful clothes). Then, the warm embrace I gave myself, the caresses on my face and the 

compassion I felt. I saw myself, loved myself, perhaps for the first time. That night I 

warmed up in front of the fire, then instinctively opened the door, turned off the lights and 

sunk my eyes into the beauty above me. The stars shone and I felt like one of them in my 

heart! I closed my eyes, put my hands on my heart, breathed deeply, and another breath, 

plunging into my center, "sinking" into the middle of the stars. I felt my bowels shine, 

cradled and loved by the universe as I am, exaggeratedly light! I danced bare foot on the 

grass under the stars celebrating my divine goddess in deep connection with the universe, 

filled with immense joy and gratitude! 

Keeping all this in my heart-soul as a precious gift, I returned home, and in front of 

the fire, I was no longer the same.  I had seen, heard, and celebrated my inner treasure, the  
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lost diamond that had always been there, and started the journey to discover and nurture it 

in all its essence. 

The universe will guide us if we empty our ego, create space and are open to receive 

in profound trust and gratitude, in our heart-soul we are ONE. 

That evening the universe whispered to me, "Elena, you have to follow your call, you have 

no more time. In total confidence and by letting yourself be guided in love and gratitude; 

respect yourself, your talents, your inner goddess and dialogue with me, I will show you the 

way of the river flowing to the ocean. Dance your life and help other women to do the 

same in their own unique dance, because you made it and if you did it, many other women 

can do it. The world needs this here and now! 

All of this to interrupt the chains of sacrifice and compromises. BE and celebrate the divine 

goddesses that you are in your own unique dance in universal sisterhood - for you, for your 

children, and for the world.  

As the Dalai Lama and many other spiritual guides also prophesied: "This will be the era of 

women" reassuring and at the same time urging the rebirth of the female universe, often 

struggling with too much pressure and demands in everyday life: only by saving themselves 

, women will be able to save the world, drawing on their powerful feminine energy which 

leads to seeking harmony in themselves and with others, to consider the happiness of 

others as an integral part of their own - perhaps the only hope for building a society of 

peace and authentic serenity . 

The universal divine whispered to me: “All of his will happen, it is already happening. I ask 

you for DEVOTION and attention in the process, love and gratitude in nourishing your 

inner-child so as to let go of the fears of the unknown and awaken the spirit of adventure 

and wonder that feeds your soul strongly - everything will come.” 
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Saying “Yes” to our soul-call with profound trust and gratitude to the universe is a re-birth 

that says “YES” to LIFE, allowing the dance to begin! 

I thanked the universe, connecting deeply with my heart and my wise inner goddess, 

and answered "YES" profoundly, dancing with the universe and celebrating my rebirth, my 

divine being. 

 

 

We are goddesses in our center, ONE with the universal divine. 

I’m Elena and am honored to meet you. I am a woman who loves LIFE, aware that it is a 

gift to be lived fully with the profound joy of being oneself, what we are born to be in this 

world. We are divine beings, one with the universe that has created us perfect as we are, 

beings of light, with abundance and love. The infinite lives in our center, where we are 

ONE. Problems, scarcity, do not exist for the universal divine that is in us, around us and 

serve us here and now. 

 

The real journey is within us, towards our inner treasure, the hidden diamond, 

towards our roots, towards our Bellissim Diva. 

When we are there, we feel one with the divine, with existence and a space is created so that 

everything, love, abundance, light can fully inhabit us and overflow flooding the world. 

From my experience, from my journey, from my heart to your heart, an invitation to my 

soul sisters around the world: Discover and dive into your divine goddess.  

 

Go inside, dig inside yourself, clean the layers to go deeper and deeper, and discover the 

diamond that has always been there - your inner goddess. From that place, let go of  
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everything that does not resonate with your divine essence with gratitude, because everyone 

is a mirror that has allowed you to see something inside of you. Allow yourself to heal and 

nurture.  

When you get to contact your inner treasure deeply after digging, feel a deep gratitude for 

existence, for life, and you will start to feel as a part of the whole. Decide and act from this 

space in total alignment with your divine purpose. Numerology has been fundamental for 

me to dig inside of my soul and discover my inner treasure - to make decisions and take 

actions from this place of gratitude, love, acceptance, and a unique sense with the universe. 

We are vibrational beings, and the numbers and colors, that are closely connected, help us 

to deeply understand the vibrational doors affecting us and the universe in all their parts 

(light and shadow). They help us to grow in awareness, which is the light that guides our 

path . . . for me, our unique dance, celebrating our goddesses in a sisterhood circle!  

With Gratitude and love  

Your soul sister Elena 

 

 


